A
Unifying
Framework

Your worldview matters…
A worldview is the set of beliefs about reality that ground and influence
someone’s perceiving, thinking, feeling and doing. It’s someone’s
framework for experiencing, making decisions and behaving in the world
A worldview is someone's mindset, outlook on life and values; informed
by cultural, faith and religious, social and experiential factors

At a WholeWorld-View (www.wholeworld-view.org), we consider
that an emerging and positive transformation of global society
will accelerate when enough of us expand our current identity and
worldview from Me to include We and All

A WholeWorld-View Unifying Framework
We have generally been taught that reality is solely materialistic, made up of separate
objects and that competition is key to survival
This worldview drives behaviours of inequality, conflict and now, even the threat of our
extinction
To survive and thrive as a species,
we need to expand our identity, world-view and awareness
from Me to include We and All
The latest scientific evidence is revealing the unified nature of reality and showing
that separation is illusory. It is converging with universal spirituality in an emergent
language of unity
This unifying framework aims to offer multiple entry points into our unfolding
adventure of unity awareness and conscious evolution.
We invite discovery of your own story of understanding unity, choosing your own
adventure of experiencing it and answering an embodied call to evolutionary purpose

The Science of a WholeWorld-View – key points
In-formation
Information is the most basic building block of our Universe, just like the
digitised bits of our communications technologies.

Big Breath
Our Universe began 13.8 billion years ago, not in the implicit chaos of a ‘Big
Bang’, but as an exquisitely ordered, incredibly fine-tuned, continuing Big
Breath, embodying an inherent and coherent impulse to evolve from simplicity
to complexity

Holographic and Nonlocal
Our Universe is also holographically manifested and nonlocally unified

Mind and Consciousness
Mind and consciousness, articulated as digitised and meaningful in-formation
and expressed as the energy-matter and space-time of our Universe,
is not something we ‘have’ but what we and the whole world ARE

The science of a new wholeworld-view reveals the innate
multidimensionality and unified nature of reality

Conscious Evolution….
Our Planet is calling to us to WAKE UP: rapid climate change and
environmental destruction is reflecting the need to expand our awareness
Our unsustainable interactions with each other, resulting in inequality,
injustice and conflict are calling us to GROW UP and change our behaviours
The damage we have caused to ourselves and our planet is calling us to
regeneratively CLEAN UP and co-creatively SHOW UP
A WholeWorld-View, by serving our understanding, experiencing and
embodying unity awareness, aims to empower all the above and facilitate
us to
LINK UP and LIFT UP to consciously evolve

The Spiral of Evolution - Expand your Identity!
Feel Global
WE
Think Cosmic
ALL

Act Local
ME

The WWV Unifying Framework

Element 6

Understanding
Unity

Element 6

Mind and consciousness
is what we and the
whole world are.

Understanding Evolution

ME

Element Unity
5
Understanding

Act Local

Experiencing Unity in
Diversity
Living our natural unique
diversity in our global and
universal family of unity
Living our Evolutionary
Purpose
Re-member and reconnect
to our authentic
evolutionary impulse and
purpose

Our Universe exists to evolve.
Understand what it means to
be human and our
evolutionary potential

Understanding Evolution

Element 4

Experiencing Unity in Diversity

Element 3
Embodying Unity

Feel
Global
Element 2
Evolutionary Purpose

Embodying Unity
Understand, Experience,
Embody our Story of Me in
We and All

Choose, Connect, Co-Create
ALL
WE

Act Local

A Story
Understanding

MEAn Adventure
Experiencing
Act Local

A Call To Action

FeelEmbodying
Global

Act Local
In the coming years, the choices of each and all of us
will determine the fate of our species and life on Earth.
Globally, change agents are designing, developing and manifesting unity-based
communications and structures in numerous areas, including; finance and economics,
science and technology, education, wholistic wellness, politics, governance, justice, peace,
media, arts and culture, architecture, social entrepreneurship.
Locally, individuals and communities are embarking on quests and practices of ‘sacred
normality’ - reconnecting to each other, Gaia and the universal pulse of evolution that
flows through us. We are re-membering what it means to co-create lives of meaning,
purpose and responsibility. Communities are rediscovering their ability to find local
solutions to global challenges. Crisis breeds opportunity and innovation.
The 8 principles of co-creativity (Relativity, Resolution, Reflection, Resonance, Change,
Choice & Consequence, Conservation and Concession), are emerging as a structure
through which local action is aligned to global / universal vision.
We are waking up, growing up, cleaning up, showing up – and linking and lifting up
To begin to share a new story of what it means to be human

Feel Global
We are all indigenous to Earth – we are Gaia’s children.
Like a healthy resilient ecosystem, within the wholeness of the all,
our global experience is manifested through the radical diversity,
uniqueness and purpose of me and we.
The illusionary story of separation is breaking down. We either evolve globally
together or become extinct as a species. In these pivotal times of breakdown and
breakthrough, we can re-member and ‘feel’ our inherent connection to each
other and Gaia, and co-create a thriving future for all. It is time to evolve through
love, from the inside out.
While the process of re-membering unity is unique to each individual,
all are paths on the same journey of inner and outer evolution.
We can choose to become unity aware beings, and in acting local and feeling
global, experience and embody wholeness.
We are indeed in this together. And we always have been.

Think Cosmic
As a species, never before have we had so much evidence that we are living in an
interdependent and in-formed Universe
that not only exists and evolves as a unified entity – but exists TO evolve.
We are coming to realize that mind and matter are unified –
and our Universe is a great thought rather than a great thing.
Leading edge science is discovering that separation is an illusion.
That mind and consciousness in-forms the co-creation of all realities and states of
existence.
Every micro aspect of existence contains the in-forming codes of the macro Universe.
We are alive in a critical evolutionary moment.
After 13.8 billion years of evolution, our Universe has birthed us as a self-aware species.
We now have a choice to become unity-aware beings and conscious co-creators with our
Universe and its ongoing evolutionary impulse.
As we collectively re-member the multi-dimensional and unified All of the Cosmos,
we can choose to move from fear to freedom,
chaos to co-creation, and ‘pieces’ to ‘peace’ on Earth.

Calls to Evolutionary Purpose & Action
Shift the story from chaos to co-creation
Transform emotions from fear to freedom and LOVE
Take positive actions that move us from victim to volition
Evolve our worldview from separate pieces to unified peace

The WWV Adventures
Choose / Connect / Co-Create
www.wholeworld-view.org
Fb WholeWorldView

Choose your narrative
Connect with the energy of positive intention
Co-create with Gaia and the Universe
Embody your evolutionary potential

Calls to Evolutionary Purpose & Action
Invite to add text as you wish

